Uncover the prime development
opportunities hidden in your area
— in minutes!
Take the time, hassle and expense out of sourcing
the properties that deliver the most profit

+61 2 9899 5247

It’s hard to find
good properties
with residential
development
potential
Developers usually rely on real estate
agents and architects to identify and
deliver a steady stream of promising
properties for redevelopment.
But assembling the list of prospects
takes time. And the feasibility studies
are costly. Plus you have to hope
your partners don’t have a special
relationship with another developer.
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The good news is that you can finally do
all that legwork yourself — in just a few
minutes and with minimal expense.
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Find the best residential
development sites in minutes!
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ArchiStar Property is an

Tap straight into current market

exciting new tool developers

data to see suburb analysis including

can use themselves to rapidly

demographics, listings, sales and

evaluate the potential of

rental information at a suburb-level.

residential sites for duplex, unit
and townhouse development.

See nearby projects already in
planning, tender or construction

Innovative mapping technology

stages that are close to your

paired with a complete and

prospective sites. And use

up-to-date database of local

parametric site analysis to generate

area government planning

hundreds of viable initial design

controls allow you to find,

options and accelerate the

explore and rank sites.

development process.
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SEE.

ANALYSE.

SORT.

Current and
future zoning
and development
controls.

Determine how
many dwellings
can be built on
each site.

Identify permissible
development types:
duplex, townhouse
or unit development.

FIND.

SOURCE.

SCOPE.

Locate residential
lots with strong
potential.

Underdeveloped
land parcels zoned
for development.

See key site
statistics at
a glance.

CREATE.

TRACK.

VALUE.

Instantly generate a
property report with
hundreds of building
design options.

Set-up and
receive immediate
development
hotspot alerts.

Estimate
development site
value using the
feasibility calculator.
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About ArchiStar
ArchiStar.ai started when Dr Benjamin
Coorey saw a need to change the way the
Property industry operates.
Dr Ben has a PhD in Parametric Design, is a
Registered Architect and is a world expert in
this field. The ArchiStar.ai Property platform
enables Property Developers to find and
put together residential development sites.
ArchiStar.ai uses architectural parametric
technology and government controls to
identify development hotspots.

ArchiStar.ai
Suite 601
Level 6, 1 Castlereagh Street
Sydney, NSW 2000

property.archistar.ai

+61 2 9899 5247

